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Abstract This paper tackles the design of scalable and fault-tolerant evolutionary al-

gorithms computed on volunteer platforms. These platforms aggregate computational

resources from contributors all around the world. Given that resources may join the

system only for a limited period of time, the challenge of a volunteer-based evolution-

ary algorithm is to take advantage of a large amount of computational power that in

turn is volatile. The paper analyzes first the speed of convergence of massively parallel

evolutionary algorithms. Then, it provides some guidance about how to design effi-

cient policies to overcome the algorithmic loss of quality when the system undergoes

high rates of transient failures, i.e. computers fail only for a limited period of time

and then become available again. In order to provide empirical evidence, experiments

were conducted for two well-known problems which require large population sizes to be

solved, the first based on a genetic algorithm and the second on genetic programming.

Results show that, in general, evolutionary algorithms undergo a graceful degradation

under the stress of losing computing nodes. Additionally, new available nodes can also

contribute to improving the search process. Despite losing up to 90% of the initial com-

puting resources, volunteer-based evolutionary algorithms can find the same solutions

in a failure-prone as in a failure-free run.
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1 Introduction

Every single day millions of users are connected to the Internet [Stats(2013)]. In addi-

tion to the most traditional activities, such as web surfing or emailing, users also exhibit

a more sophisticated behavior: they synchronize their devices in the cloud, play their

favorites games on-line or talk using VoIP applications. More relevant is that they do

it all in a natural and seamless way. Computation is turning out to be pervasive in

our everyday life. If only a minor fraction of these users gets engaged to an Internet

application, their aggregated CPU power may turn the whole system into a large-scale

environment for distributed computation.

Relying on this idea, volunteer computation tries to aggregate computational power

from volunteers from all over the Internet that are willing to donate their idle CPU

cycles to different research projects. A volunteer system can be started from installing

a client application in several computer devices at the edges of the network; for that

aim, two of the most widespread technologies are desktop grids (DGs) [Anderson(2004)]

and peer-to-peer systems (P2P) [Steinmetz and Wehrle(2005)]. Both approaches refer

to distributed ad-hoc networks of heterogeneous single systems; however, DGs follow a

centralized approach while P2P systems are decentralized. These distributed platforms

have been postulated as an alternative to large-scale supercomputers for very specific

problem domains, as in the well-known SETI@home project [Anderson et al(2002)] for

the search of extraterrestrial intelligence patterns in radio signals from space.

Volunteer systems can also be applied to time-consuming parallel evolutionary al-

gorithms (EAs). In fact, there is a growing interest of the scientific community in the

paradigm and many optimization heuristics have been redesigned recently in order to

take advantage of this aggregated source of computational power, e.g. [Desell et al(2008),

Laredo et al(2010),Scriven et al(2008b),Biazzini and Montresor(2010),Bánhelyi et al(2009)].

Overall, the purpose is to increase the convergence speed via the massive CPU avail-

ability of volunteer systems. However, with large scale comes a higher likelihood that

processors suffer a failure, or that volunteers disconnect/connect their resources at run-

time, thus interrupting the raw execution of the algorithm or even crashing the whole

system. Given that such dynamics (a.k.a. host-churn or simply churn [Stutzbach and Rejaie(2006)])

are inherent to systems of this kind, they must be considered when designing a volun-

teer application.

The aim of this paper is to study the scalability and fault tolerance of volunteer-

based EAs and to provide some guidelines about how to design robust EAs in the

context of different volunteer computing environments and churn scenarios: robustness

understood as the property of an EA to guarantee consistency in results despite the

volatility of resources.

To that end, two different volunteer platforms are studied: DG and P2P. To analyze

each system under the same conditions, churn is simulated using real-world traces of

host availability. Fault tolerance is then analyzed in terms of loss of quality in obtained

solutions: we have firstly considered a worst-case scenario in which the systems degrade

from an initial maximum of available hosts, i.e. the population size shrinks as the

computers fail. Besides, in a more realistic test case, several policies have been designed

to allow that new available computers rejoin the ongoing search. This results in the

population changing size as computers arrive to or depart from the system; a merely

accidental consequence which arises from the system dynamics. However, it directly

links our approach to other variable population size studies, a technique that has been

previously devised for optimizing EAs performance [Montero and Riff(2011)].
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Finally, and seeking for the capacity of generalization for the obtained results,

experiments were conducted for two of the most relevant paradigms in evolutionary

computation (EC): genetic algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP). For the

GA case, we have considered a large instance of a trap function from the study of

Thierens [Thierens(1999)] on the scalability of GAs. For the given instance, the popu-

lation size requirements are high (i.e. 3000 individuals to find near-optimal solutions),

and that allows the algorithm to be deployed in a large-scale infrastructure. For GP,

we have considered the 11 multiplexer instance proposed by Koza [Koza(1992)] which

also requires a large population size to guarantee a reliable convergence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the state of the

art in parallel evolutionary algorithms (PEAs) and focuses on volunteer-based EAs.

Section 3 outlines the parallel approaches that will be used along this paper: a master-

slave evolutionary algorithm for DG systems and a decentralized P2P evolutionary

algorithm. Section 4 describes the methodology and settings followed in the experi-

ments, including a description of the traces of churn and the tuning of the parameters.

Section 5 presents the results of the experiments for three different test cases which

respectively tackle the massive scalability of volunteer-based evolutionary algorithms,

their resilience to system degradation and different strategies for recruiting new avail-

able computers into the system. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6 and

some future lines of work proposed.

2 Related Work

Research in Parallel EAs (PEAs) is nowadays tightly coupled with advances in Com-

puter Architecture. Standard models of parallelization, as classified by Alba and Tomassini

[Alba and Tomassini(2002)], are being redesigned/hybridized to exploit the features of

new parallel architectures such as graphic processing units [Pospichal et al(2010)], de-

centralized databases [Roy et al(2009)] or mobile ad-hoc devices [Karafotias et al(2011)].

Within the set of new parallel systems, Internet-based architectures represent one

of the most attracting fields for researchers because, unlike in proprietary infrastruc-

tures, Internet provides a scale on-demand access to resources. Thus, new PEAs have

been designed to take advantage of cloud computing systems [Arenas et al(2011),

Derby et al(2013)], grid systems [Lim et al(2007)], or volunteer computing systems

[Desell et al(2010),Biazzini and Montresor(2013),O’Reilly et al(2013)]. The latter has

become popular since volunteer systems provide a unique infrastructure of massively

large and potentially free resources for tackling challenging problems; the Milky-Way@HOME

project [Desell et al(2008)], for example, is a time-consuming volunteer-based applica-

tion that tries to find an optimal fit of three-dimensional models of the Milky Way

galaxy to star data observed.

Despite having a common goal, the way of harnessing computing power in vol-

unteer systems has diverged into two main technologies: DGs and P2P systems. In

comparison, DG technology is more developed thanks to the efforts that David An-

derson and his team at UC Berkeley invested in the development of the BOINC

platform [Anderson(2004)] which has been used in most of the DG-based EAs de-

signs [Desell et al(2010),Gonzalez et al(2009b),Varrette et al(2008)]. However, having

a central master may become a problem as the master represents a single-point of

failure and a bottleneck in data-intensive exchange applications. P2P systems, on

the other hand, overcome this issue with a decentralized architecture in which ev-
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ery computing node acts either as a client or as a server, thus limiting the impact a

node can have on the system. Following such a decentralized philosophy, many ap-

proaches have been tackling the design of P2P meta-heuristics [Arenas et al(2002),

Wickramasinghe et al(2007),Laredo et al(2010),Biazzini and Montresor(2010),Scriven et al(2009),

Bánhelyi et al(2009),Biazzini and Montresor(2013)].

All in all, volunteer systems are highly dynamical environments in which resources

may fail, join or depart from the network in an unpredictable way. This phenomenon,

known as churn [Stutzbach and Rejaie(2006)], requires fault-tolerant mechanisms to

circumvent the volatility of resources and to prescribe a defined behavior of an appli-

cation once a failure occurs. A set of techniques such as checkpointing or matchmaking

[Cahon et al(2005)] have been previously proposed to cope with failures in grid and

cluster environments. However, such techniques would represent a bottleneck if applied

to a large volunteer system because of their memory and synchronization overheads.

The research of fault-tolerant volunteer systems is more recent, and leverages in the

concept of acquiring robustness as an emergent property of the algorithm design. The

simplest approach is to analyze platforms which undergo a gradual loss of resources,

“the assumption being the decentralised structure of the algorithm itself would provide

robustness” [Scriven et al(2009)]. On the other hand, some other works (reviewed be-

low) assume the replacement of nodes, an approach that consists in keeping a steady

number of computing resources. Then, failures are simulated by restarting random

nodes.

Scriven et al. [Scriven et al(2008a)] analyze the performance of a multi-objective

particle swarm optimization algorithm in a failure-prone environment. The algorithm

shows to be resilient under small failure rates but degrading in turn under high failure

rates.

Bánhelyi et al. present in [Bánhelyi et al(2009)] both a P2P particle swarm op-

timization and a P2P branch-and-bound algorithm. Churn is then characterized by

considering the replacement of one percent of nodes every twenty function evaluations.

The restarting nodes are shown to help the algorithm in escaping from local optima

and thus, to improve the global search.

Biazzini and Montresor [Biazzini and Montresor(2010)] propose a gossiping differ-

ential evolution algorithm where individuals are spread to different sub-populations us-

ing an epidemic migration. The proposal considers a similar characterization of churn

as the previous work but replacing in turn five and ten percent of the nodes. Au-

thors show how the algorithm is able to find good solutions by fine-tuning one of the

parameters of the algorithms, namely gossip rate.

Scriven et al. in [Scriven et al(2009)] get back into their multi-objective particle

swarm algorithm but this time under the perspective of restarting nodes instead of

making them fail. The authors explore different methods for reinitializing the particles

of a node. In the multi-objective context of the paper, the winning strategy increases

the coverage of the pareto front by filling empty gaps with the new particles.

In previous works [Gonzalez and Fernández(2007),Hidalgo et al(2007)] we first an-

alyzed the fault-tolerance nature of PEAs under several simplified assumptions. These

initial results suggested that EAs exhibit a fault-tolerant behavior by default, encour-

aging to go a step further to study the fault-tolerance of large-scale distributed EAs.

In [Laredo et al(2008b)], we firstly focused on P2P systems to analyze fault tolerance

in distributed EAs. Then, in [Gonzalez et al(2009a)] and [Gonzalez et al(2010)] we fo-

cused on DGs. The results show again that EAs can cope with failures without using

any fault-tolerance mechanism, concluding that EAs are fault tolerant by nature since
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they implement by default the fault-tolerance mechanism called graceful degradation

[Ghosh(2006)].

From the above studies, there are two main outcomes that can be learned: the

first is the inherent robustness of PEAs to failures; the second is the possibility of

applying breeding strategies when nodes are restarted. However, it has to be noted

that none of the previous works tackles both the departing and arrival of nodes at

the same time, i.e. the real dynamics of a volunteer system. In addition, every single

study establishes its own characterization of churn, which prevents to conclude that

volunteer-based evolutionary algorithms are viable in general; especially, when a max-

imum failure rate of 20% is considered in most of the cases (e.g. [Scriven et al(2008a),

Biazzini and Montresor(2010),Bánhelyi et al(2009),Scriven et al(2009)]).

In order to provide a realistic assessment on previous issues, we have conducted

an in-silico experimentation which reproduces real-world traces of volunteer systems;

e.g. in the worst-case scenario the system loses up to 90% of the initial resources.

Furthermore, not only the resilience to node failures is analyzed but also the design

of simple strategies that can be applied to new available incoming nodes. Despite

their simplicity, such strategies are shown to succeed in circumventing churn dynamics:

volunteer-based EAs are able to yield the same quality of solutions under churn as in

a run without failures.

3 Description of the Models

This section describes the two EC models that are used in this paper for conducting

experiments. The first one, in Section 3.1, is based on DGs and follows a canonical

master-slave model. The second one, in Section 3.2, is a decentralized approach based

on P2P technology.

We assume that both models implement a synchronous scheme, which helps to

establish upper bounds on the degradation of the algorithms. The asynchronous ap-

proach, as shown by Scriven et al. [Scriven et al(2008a)], is intrinsically more robust

to failures and therefore exhibits a more moderated degradation.

3.1 The centralized approach (DGs)

Desktop grid systems feature a master-slave paradigm, which naturally fits with the

parallel evolutionary algorithmmodel: parallelism at individual level [Gagné and Parizeau(2003)].

In this paper, we follow the approach proposed in [Gonzalez et al(2010)] in which there

is only a panmictic population, and the evaluation of the individuals’ fitness is dis-

tributed, and thus shared, among several processors or nodes from the network. The

rest of the operations (selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation) of the algorithm

is carried out in the master node or server (see Fig. 1).

In general, the master server will host the population, send a fixed number of

individuals to all the accessible workers and wait until all of them have been evaluated

to breed the next generation. The length of the population will be equally divided

among the available worker nodes, sending packages of individuals to get evaluated in

each node.

Given the centralized nature of the approach and that the master represents a

single-point of failure that will end up with the system crashing in case of failure, we
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Fig. 1 Outline of the master-slave approach.

assume that computer failures are only possible in worker nodes. To avoid such prob-

lems in reality, the master is typically managed by institutions which adopt technical

solutions to offer 24/7 availability [Anderson(2004)].

3.2 The decentralized approach (P2P)

Peer-to-peer computing is the other main approach to volunteer computing [Zhao et al(2009)].

In order to conduct experiments in a P2P-based volunteer system, this paper follows

the evolvable agent model (EvAg), a decentralized approach proposed by the authors in

[Laredo et al(2008a)] and extended in [Laredo et al(2010)] for massively large systems.

The EvAg model is a fine-grained spatially structured EA where fine-grained means

that every agent schedules the evolution process of a single individual, and spatially

structured means that the population structure is defined as a graph. Therefore, every

agent can be represented as a vertex with edges to other neighbor agents. To make

the algorithm inherently suited for parallel execution in P2P systems, the EvAg model

defines the population structure as a P2P overlay network. To that end, the approach

uses the newscast protocol, a gossiping and decentralized P2P protocol defined by

Jelasity and van Steen in [Jelasity and van Steen(2002)].

Newscast follows a probabilistic scheme for exchanging routing information peer-

to-peer. The loosely-coupled run of the protocol establishes a self-organized small-

world connectivity between members, which grants a scalable way for disseminating

information and enables the system for distributed computing. As depicted in Fig. 2,

newscast determines that way the neighborhood of every EvAg and thus, constraints

the mating scope of an agent among its neighbors.

Voulgaris et al. [Voulgaris et al(2004)] show that newscast is a robust protocol so

that churn does not disrupt the graph structure. In order to illustrate such a resilience,

Fig. 3 reproduces some of the results of the newscast seminal paper [Jelasity and van Steen(2002)]

showing that the protocol is robust to nodes removal. It can be seen how newscast in-

herits the robust behavior of random graphs, especially when the node degree c is large

(i.e. c = 40). On the one hand, the graph remains connected until a large percentage of

nodes is removed; for c = 40, 90% of the nodes have to be removed to get a partition of

the graph. On the other hand, most of the nodes remain in the larger cluster once the
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Fig. 2 Outline of the EvAg model using a newscast topology.

partition takes place. Therefore, in order to secure a resilient graph, all experiments in

this paper are based on c = 40.

Fig. 3 Partitioning of the graph as a function of the percentage of removed nodes in a random
graph and the respective newscast graph. c is a preset parameter which stands for the node
degree. Results are averaged from 50 independent runs and a network size of 5000 nodes.

4 Experimental Setup

All experiments in this paper are conducted in the EvoGen simulator1. Simulations are

a common approach for characterizing large-scale systems (e.g. in [Wickramasinghe et al(2007),

Biazzini and Montresor(2010),Scriven et al(2009),Bánhelyi et al(2009),Gonzalez et al(2009b),

Varrette et al(2008)]), especially when the aim is to perform a statistically significant

number of experiments in a wide range of scenarios: each experiment in this paper

has been evaluated over 100 independent runs. Furthermore, our experiments are re-

peatable via “replying” host availability trace data collected from real-world volunteer

1 Source code for the experiments is available at https://forja.rediris.es/svn/geneura/
peerevogen, published under GPL v3 public license.
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Fig. 4 Generalized l-trap function.

platforms [Kondo et al(2007)], so that a fair comparison between different simulated

applications is possible.

Experiments are performed for two well-known GA and GP problems seeking for

the capacity of generalization in obtained results. The GP problem is the 11-multiplexer

(11M) problem which consists in learning the boolean 11M function described by Koza

in [Koza(1992)]. The function involves the decoding of a 3-bit binary address (a0, a1, a2)

into the corresponding data register (d0, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7), e.g. (0, 0, 0) addresses

the register d0, (0, 0, 1) does with d1 and so on. Given that the 11M is one of all possible

boolean functions of 11 arguments (i.e. 3a +23d), the search space for the problem is of

size 22048. In order to apply GP to the problem, Koza defines the set of terminals as

T = {A0, A1, A2, D0, . . . , D7} and the set of functions as F = {AND,OR,NOT, IF}
which satisfies the closure property.

For the GA problem we used an instance of trap functions [Ackley(1987)]. Traps

are piecewise-linear functions defined on unitation (the number of ones in a binary

string) with two distinct regions in the search space, one leading to a global optimum

and the other leading to the local optimum (see Fig. 4). In general, a trap function of

l bits is defined by the following equation:

trap(u(−→x )) =

{
a
z (z − u(−→x )), if u(−→x ) ∈ [0, z]
b

l−z (u(
−→x )− z), if u(−→x ) ∈]z, l] (1)

where u(−→x ) is the unitation function returning the number of one values in bit string
−→x , a is the local optimum, b is the global optimum, l is the problem size and z is a

slope-change location separating the attraction basin of the two optima. In this paper,

l was set to 3 bits (i.e. 3-trap) which results in a quasi-deceptive problem for the

following parameter values: a = l− 1, b = l, z = l− 1. The instance was then obtained

by juxtaposing m = 10 blocks of 3 bits. These settings result in a problem of length

L = 30 bits where the fitness can be computed by summing up the partial fitness of

each sub-function m, and where the global optimum corresponds to L = 30.

In order to find optimal solutions, both problems require large population sizes

which allows problems to be deployed in massively parallel volunteer systems via the

proposed fine-grained parallelizations. Table 1 shows the parameter setup for the ex-

periments. GP parametrization follows the settings proposed by Koza in [Koza(1992)]

while GA parameters rely on the study of Thierens in [Thierens(1999)] on the scalabil-

ity of trap functions. This includes optimal population sizes for both problems: choosing

smaller sizes leads to premature convergence, while larger sizes will slow down the con-

vergence speed. The optimal population size guarantees a predetermined success rate

at the fastest convergence rate.

The general setting to every experiment is that at the onset of each generation ev-

ery node has an equal number of individuals to evaluate. We call this number I and it

assumes a system composed of homogeneous nodes for the sake of simplicity. In actual
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Paradigm GP GA
Problem instance 11 bits multiplexer 3-Trap L=30
Optimum 0 30
Problem type minimization maximization
Population Size 4000 3000
Generations 50 30
Elitism Yes Yes
Crossover Operator Koza’s Uniform

Bias Tree Crossover Crossover
Crossover Probability 0.9 1.0
Mutation Operator Koza’s bit-flip

Subtree mut.
(only applied
in local search)

Mutation probability - 1
L

Internal node prob. 0.9 -
(subtree mutation)
Selection Tournament (7) Tournament (2)
Max Depth of Tree 17 -
DG Algorithm Master-Slave GP Master-Slave GA
P2P Algorithm EvAg GP EvAg GA
Node degree c (P2P) 40 40

Table 1 Settings of the algorithms

applications, it is a standard procedure to approach a homogeneous system behavior

by dynamically load-balancing virtual nodes (a.k.a. virtual servers): “To handle het-

erogeneity, each node picks a number of virtual servers proportional to its capacity”

[Godfrey and Stoica(2005)].

With P individuals to be evaluated at the first generation and N nodes, each node

evaluates I = P
N individuals. When a node fails, I individuals are lost and the popula-

tion size shrinks. Given that these individuals are discarded for the next generation, the

remaining nodes will continue evaluating I individuals each, regardless of the number

of failures or newly available hosts.

The simulation of host availability is performed based on three real-world traces of

host availability that were measured and reported in [Kondo et al(2007)]: ucb, entrfin,

and xwtr. These traces are time-stamped observations of the host availability in three

volunteer systems. In order to map such traces into the simulations, a simulator cycle

is assumed to correspond to a 10 seconds interval of the data observed. The ucb trace

was collected for 85 hosts in a graduate student lab in the EE/CS Department at UC

Berkeley for about 1.5 months. The entrfin trace was collected for 275 hosts at the San

Diego Supercomputer Center for about 1 month. The xwtr trace was collected for 100

hosts at the Université Paris-Sud for about 1 month. See [Kondo et al(2007)] for full

details on the measurement methods and the traces, and Table 2 for a summary of the

main features.

Table 2 Features of Desktop Grid Traces

Trace Hosts Time in months Place
entrfin 275 1 SD Supercomputer Center
ucb 85 1.5 UC Berkeley
xwtr 100 1 Université Paris-Sud
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Independently of the approach in use, if there is host churn then the population

size will increase or decrease at run-time according to the availability of hosts. We

impose the restriction that the overall population never overcomes the specified initial

population size. This sets a failure-free run as an upper bound for computational re-

sources. However, it may also leave some nodes idle in case a large number of nodes

becomes available. In that case, it would be interesting to re-adjust the number I of

individuals in every node in order to use all the available computing power. We leave

such a load-balancing study outside the scope of this paper and maintain I constant.

5 Analysis of Results

This section studies the previously explained parallel approaches in a set of three

different test cases. The aim is to characterize volunteer evolutionary computation in

terms of time profits, solution qualities and fault-tolerance to computer failures.

5.1 Improving convergence speed

As stated in the introduction, the main motivation behind any massively parallel op-

timization model is to improve convergence speed in time-consuming problems, while

preserving the quality of final solutions. Therefore, our first aim is to provide some in-

sight into the computational and algorithmic performance of our parallel approaches.

To that end, this first test case assumes an idealistic failure-free scenario where the

available computing power is kept steady throughout the execution and where the num-

ber of resources is unlimited. It means that every individual is evaluated in a single

node that lasts without failures until the end of the experiment.

A generational EA with 1-elitism is used as a baseline for comparison. The gen-

erational EA is run sequentially instead of in parallel but otherwise is algorithmically

equal to the DG model (which follows a master-slave approach with the master host-

ing the evolutionary loop). This allows not only the comparison of the best solutions

found at the maximum number of generations, but also a forecast on the time that

every approach would take. Obviously, results are for guidance only since they assume

negligible costs in communications and an ideal failure-free environment.

Fig. 5 shows the best fitness convergence curves for the sequential and parallel ap-

proaches. It is depicted in terms of simulator cycles and represented in a semi-log scale

to appreciate differences in time of convergence. Every simulator cycle takes the time of

an individual evaluation. Given that we have assumed no cost in communications, the

algorithm speeds up proportionally to the population size (i.e. speedup = 4000 in the

11M problem and speedup = 3000 in 3-trap). In order to reproduce such speedups in a

real setting, we would require more demanding problems than those addressed in this

paper. However, as we demonstrated in [Laredo et al(2012)], quasi-linear speedups are

feasible in large-scale systems when tackling time-consuming fitness evaluation func-

tions, i.e. an increasing ratio between computation and communication favors scalabil-

ity. In that sense, this first set of experiments has the purpose of representing an upper

bound in the computational performance when parallelizing evolutionary algorithms

in massively large platforms as volunteer-based systems are.

With respect to the fitness convergence, the P2P approach shows a better progress

in fitness and is able to outperform the best solution found by the DG system at
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Fig. 5 Best fitness convergence of the peer-to-peer and desktop grid approaches with respect
to the sequential approach when tackling the 3-trap (left) and the 11 bits multiplexer (right)
problems. Representation is in semi-log scale and depicts ideal differences in simulator cycles
between tackling the problems sequentially and in parallel. Results are averaged from 100
independent runs.

Table 3 Wilcoxon test comparing the best fitness distributions of equally parametrized DG
and P2P approaches in the 3-trap (maximization) and 11M (minimization) problems. Results
are obtained on 100 independent runs. We have considered that p − values < 0.05 refute the
null hypothesis on the equivalence of the distributions.

Problem Algorithm Fitness Wilcoxon test Significantly
different?

3-trap DG 28.5±0.94 W = 2434
P2P 29.38±0.66 p-value = 4e-11 yes

11M DG 22.18±45.5 W = 5677.5
P2P 11.92±32.78 p-value = 0.02 yes

the maximum number of generations. Given that the algorithms have been equally

parametrized, the most remarkable difference relies on the different population struc-

tures and breeding schemes. While the DG approach is panmictic, the P2P approach

adopts the shape of a complex network and implements a decentralized breeding

scheme.

Table 3 provides the Wilcoxon analysis of the best fitness showing significant dif-

ferences in the 3-trap and 11M problem with the P2P approach outperforming the

DG approach. Therefore, it can be concluded that the P2P approach is at least algo-

rithmically competitive against DG which follows a canonical evolutionary scheme for

breeding.

5.2 System degradation

In this section, preliminary experiments are conducted under the perspective of a

failure-prone scenario in which the system loses resources. To that aim, simulations

reproduce the traces of host availability described in section 4, namely entrfin, ucb and

xwtr. Besides, we pose a stringent assumption in the simulations: hosts that become

unavailable never become available again, i.e. the system degrades. Two random non-
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overlapping segments from every trace were selected for simulations so that we ensure

a good sample set to characterize host availability in real-world systems.2

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Host availability for one sample of the ucb trace (a). Degradation of the population
size at run-time for the six sampled traces (b).

Fig. 6(a) shows an example of available computers from the ucb trace and how

the degradation takes place. The figure depicts the typical churn phenomenon, with

available hosts becoming unavailable and later becoming available again. Given the

condition of no host return, the curve “degradation” represents the availability of hosts

along the algorithm run.

The six samples used in this study are depicted in Fig. 6(b). They represent the

degradation which the evolutionary algorithm will suffer at run-time for each of the

selected segments. Depending on the case, the population size will degrade following

different failure rates going from the smooth degradation of the entrfin 2 sample to the

steep one in ucb 2. This translates into each trace establishing a different number of

fitness evaluations at the end of a run. Table 4 compiles these results and also computes

the volatility of resources in every trace as:

1−
∑tmax

i=0
ci

cmax

tmax
(2)

where tmax is the length of the trace in simulator cycles; ci is the number of available

computers at time i ∈ [0, . . . , tmax]; and cmax = max(ci) the peak number of available

computers in the trace.

Under these conditions, experiments were conducted in order to assess the resilience

of volunteer evolutionary computation to failures. To that aim, results were compared

to those obtained in the failure-free scenario of the previous section. Table 5 provides a

statistical study of the best fitness distributions comparing the error-free fitness (Eff)

with the failure-prone scenarios for the different approaches.

At a first glance, the statistical analysis of the table shows that every trace has a

similar impact on the algorithmic performance independently of the parallel approach

in use (P2P or DG) or the problem itself (3-trap or 11M). The optimization processes

suffer that way a graceful degradation in three of the scenarios where results are sta-

tistically equivalent to the failure-free runs. It is possible to tolerate a gradual loss of

2 These samples are available together with the source code for the experiments at https:
//forja.rediris.es/svn/geneura/peerevogen.
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Trace FEs Volatility
failure-free 200000 90000 - -

entrfin 1 108000 51000 0.46 0.43
entrfin 2 192000 87000 0.04 0.03
ucb 1 80000 39000 0.60 0.56
ucb 2 48000 33000 0.76 0.63
xwtr 1 172000 81000 0.14 0.10
xwtr 2 176000 81000 0.12 0.10

GP GA GP GA

Table 4 Number of fitness evaluations (FEs) and volatility for the different traces and ap-
proaches (GA and GP) in the degradation scenario.

T
ra
ce
s 3-trap 11 Multiplexer

(Maximization) (Minimization)

DG P2P DG P2P
Eff = 28.5±0.94 Eff = 29.38±0.66 Eff = 22.18±45.5 Eff = 11.92±32.78

e
n
tr
fi
n

1 F = 28.29±1.14 F = 29.01±0.81 F = 48.08±63 F = 47.84±68
W = 5501 W = 6243 W = 4034 W = 3539.5

p-value = 0.19 p-value = 0.001 p-value = 0.0059 p-value = 7e-06
∼ − − −

e
n
tr
fi
n

2 F = 28.63±1.01 F = 29.31±0.66 F = 20.56±43 F = 15.86±39
W = 4588 W = 5296 W = 5265 W = 4836

p-value = 0.29 p-value = 0.43 p-value = 0.39 p-value = 0.53
∼ ∼ ∼ ∼

u
c
b
1

F = 27.84±1.1 F = 28.93±0.77 F = 63.62±66 F = 55.08±65
W = 6677 W = 6598 W = 3225 W = 3041

p-value = 1e-05 p-value = 2e-05 p-value = 1e-06 p-value = 1e-08
− − − −

u
c
b
2

F = 26.86±1.05 F = 28.1±0.92 F = 103.12±65 F = 96.28±67
W = 8616 W = 8492 W = 1531 W = 1659

p-value = 1e-19 p-value = 6e-19 p-value = 6e-19 p-value = 2e-19
− − − −

x
w
tr

1 F = 28.4±0.97 F = 29.28±0.7 F = 20.9±43 F = 21.12±45
W = 5156 W = 5355 W = 5300 W = 4657

p-value = 0.68 p-value = 0.34 p-value = 0.33 p-value = 0.21
∼ ∼ ∼ ∼

x
w
tr

2 F = 28.43±1 F = 29.2±0.7 F = 17.6±40 F = 19.46±43
W = 5135 W = 5374 W = 5467 W = 4405

p-value = 0.73 p-value = 0.32 p-value = 0.13 p-value = 0.24
∼ ∼ ∼ ∼

Table 5 Best fitness comparison between error-free (Eff) and error-prone fitness (F) cases
using Wilcoxon test – “∼” means fitness quality is comparable to the error-free case while “−”
stands for a degradation in the fitness quality.

up to 24% of the individuals (i.e. 14% of the computational effort) without sacrific-

ing solution quality and more important without using any fault-tolerance mechanism.

However, if the loss of computational power is too high, that is above 43%, the solution

quality is significantly diminished. From all the sampled traces, ucb 2 has obtained the

worst fitness. The reason is that for such a trace the evolutionary algorithm loses up to

95.83% of the population. Consequently it is very difficult for the algorithm to obtain

a solution with a similar quality as the error-free scenario.

On the other hand, an analysis based on the data provides better insights into

the differences between the approaches and how degradation affects the performance.

In general, the quality of solutions degrades smoother than system resources do, e.g.
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for the entrfin1 trace, the quality of solutions is only diminished by a ∼ 2% in spite

of the system losing up to 45% of the initial resources. Given that such a smooth

degradation is consistent independently of the problem, trace or algorithmic approach,

we can conclude that volunteer evolutionary algorithms degrade gracefully. However,

it has to be noted that the P2P algorithm performs better than the centralized DG

approach. For instance, if we consider the results of the P2P approach for the 3-trap

instance in the ucb 1 trace, it obtains a mean best fitness of 28.93. The revealing fact

is that such a value still outperforms the mean best fitness of the error-free run in the

DG approach (i.e. Eff = 28.5). Although the ucb 1 trace degrades the system up to

a 64% of the initial resources, the optimization process in the P2P approach is able to

find near-optimal solutions still outperforming the failure-free run of the DG approach.

(a) Compilation of results for 3-trap (b) Compilation of results for 11 Multiplexer

Fig. 7 Error-free fitness distributions for the desktop grid approach (white) and failure-prone
scenarios for the peer-to-peer approach (gray). “e-1” and “e-2” stand for entrfin traces, “u-1”
and “u-2” for ucb and “x-1” and “x-2” for xwtr.

To compare performances of both approaches in detail, Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) show

distributions on the best fitness for the failure-free run of the DG approach and the

failure-prone runs of the P2P approach. Despite failures, the P2P algorithm outper-

forms the DG approach in 3-trap for almost every case except for the ucb 2 trace where

the system ends with a 4% of the initial resources. In the 11 Multiplexer problem, the

P2P algorithm also outperforms the failure-free run of the DG algorithm in three out

of six traces.

5.3 Testing the effect of a variable population size

Studying the inherent fault-tolerance of evolutionary algorithms, i.e. the way they de-

grade gracefully, provides some insights into the robustness of volunteer evolutionary

computation; however, real-world volunteer systems implement nodes with rejoining

abilities so that resources can become available again and can be reused by the ap-

plication. This phenomenon is called churn. To take full advantage of such dynamics,
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the system has to provide active fault-tolerant policies discerning what to do with new

available nodes arriving.

Unlike in the degradation scenario, in which the population size becomes progres-

sively smaller during the run, a churn-aware policy allows a variable population size

scheme by assigning new individuals to new available nodes. The important question

here is: what is assigned to newly available nodes? To gain insights into this question,

this test case analyzes two different policies, one based on breeding techniques and the

other one based on local search. Both policies apply the same working principle: once a

new node becomes available in the system, I new individuals are created and assigned

to it so that the global population size increases. Without any loss of generality, our aim

is to show that, despite their simplicity, both policies are able to increase the robustness

of a volunteer-based EA. Nevertheless, other new policies could also be developed by

following the same structure, e.g. initializing randomly the new I individuals.

The difference between the proposed policies relies on the method they use to

generate the I individuals.

– The breeding policy does not alter the reproduction scheme of the ongoing search;

it simply breeds I more individuals whenever a new node arrives.

– On the other hand, the local search policy transforms our approach into a hybrid

algorithm, where the population-based global search of the evolutionary algorithm

is coupled with a local search phase at the arrival of nodes. The process is equiv-

alent to the breeding policy except for the treatment of the I selected individuals.

Instead of breeding them with crossover, only mutation is considered so that each

of the new I individuals performs a local search in the neighborhood of the selected

solution, the step size of the local search being determined by the amount of change

introduced by mutation. We have considered bit-flip mutation for the GA approach

and Koza’s subtree mutation for GP (full details in Table 1).

Note that the implementation of both policies will differ between DG and P2P

approaches:

– In the DG approach it is the master which has to be notified on the arrival of a

node. Once the master is notified, it generates I new individuals which are assigned

to the new node for evaluation.

– In the P2P approach, every new available node clones I new individuals after

starting from a neighbor node, that is, the process is decentralized. Since nodes

are disconnected from the network when they are switched off, another question is

how they can rejoin the system. To that aim, the newscast protocol only requires

the new node to be aware of a single connected node. Therefore, we assume that a

node will always know an entry point to the connected network3.

Table 6 shows the yielded results for the breeding and local search policies using

DG and P2P approaches. The statistical analysis on every square represents the com-

parison between the given fault-tolerant policy and the respective distribution if only

degradation is assumed. That way, “+” symbols denote that the given policy outper-

forms the results with respect to the system degrading (i.e. the policy reports benefits

to the algorithm performance), “∼” means that the algorithm behaves the same way

3 This issue has been solved by the P2P computing community with the use of hubs or
superpeers, a set of public and reliable nodes keeping a partial knowledge of the connected
network. See [Steinmetz and Wehrle(2005)] for more details.
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Breed
T
ra
ce
s 3-trap 11 Multiplexer

(Maximization) (Minimization)

DG P2P DG P2P

e
n
t
r
.
1 F = 28.67±1.02 F = 29.46±0.6 F = 20.96±44 F = 32.96±57

W = 4038 W = 3479 W = 6189 W = 5617
p-value = 0.01 p-value = 5e-05 p-value = 0.0004 p-value = 0.08

+ + + ∼

e
n
tr
.
2 F = 28.05±0.94 F = 29.12±0.7 F = 21.32±44 F = 23.04±46

W = 6565 W = 5721 W = 5069 W = 4755
p-value = 7e-05 p-value = 0.05 p-value = 0.81 p-value = 0.39

− ∼ ∼ ∼

u
c
b

1 F = 28.19±1.07 F = 28.89±0.94 F = 34.92±55 F = 49.4±59
W = 4119 W = 5034 W = 6217 W = 5222

p-value = 0.025 p-value = 0.93 p-value = 0.001 p-value = 0.55
+ ∼ + ∼

u
c
b

2 F = 27.71±0.99 F = 27.98±0.92 F = 73.3±73 F = 60.4±71
W = 2880 W = 5289 W = 6256 W = 6475

p-value = 7e-8 p-value = 0.45 p-value = 0.001 p-value = 0.002
+ ∼ + +

x
w
tr

1 F = 28.11±1 F = 29.24±0.75 F = 29.38±52 F = 20.48±45
W = 5835 W = 5107 W = 4529 W = 5086

p-value = 0.032 p-value = 0.77 p-value = 0.13 p-value = 0.76
− ∼ ∼ ∼

x
w
tr

2 F = 28.15±0.95 F = 29.30±0.65 F = 28.88±50 F = 21.24±47
W = 5805 W = 9869 W = 4482 W = 5057

p-value = 0.038 p-value = 0.84 p-value = 0.08 p-value = 0.84
− ∼ ∼ ∼

Local Search

T
ra
ce
s 3-trap 11 Multiplexer

(Maximization) (Minimization)

DG P2P DG P2P

e
n
t
r
.
1 F = 28.6±0.89 F = 29.39±0.64 F = 15.76±37 F = 15.44±34

W = 4167 W = 3831 W = 6401 W = 6248
p-value = 0.03 p-value = 0.002 p-value = 2e-05 p-value = 0.0002

+ + + +

e
n
tr
.
2 F = 27.6±1.01 F = 29.6±0.51 F = 30.93±49 F = 17.36±39

W = 7587 W = 3864 W = 4457 W = 4936
p-value = 6e-11 p-value = 0.002 p-value = 0.1 p-value = 0.82

− + ∼ ∼

u
c
b

1 F = 28.5±0.97 F = 29.5±0.67 F = 40.4±57 F = 40.84±52
W = 3318 W = 2970 W = 6002 W = 5492

p-value = 2e-05 p-value = 9e-08 p-value = 0.008 p-value = 0.19
+ + + ∼

u
c
b

2 F = 28.5±1.06 F = 28.92±0.81 F = 64.58±62 F = 60.64±63
W = 1520 W = 2614 W = 6644 W = 6490

p-value = 3e-18 p-value = 9e-10 p-value = 3.5e-05 p-value = 0.0001
+ + + +

x
w
tr

1 F = 28.06±0.98 F = 29.43±0.63 F = 21.02±45 F = 14.4±35
W = 5992 W = 4460 W = 4929 W = 5237

p-value = 0.01 p-value = 0.15 p-value = 0.81 p-value = 0.4
− ∼ ∼ ∼

x
w
tr

2 F = 28.44±0.94 F = 29.58±0.6 F = 29.36±56 F = 19.92±41
W = 5034 W = 3822 W = 4461 W = 4918

p-value = 0.93 p-value = 0.001 p-value = 0.08 p-value = 0.78
∼ + ∼ ∼

Table 6 Best fitness comparison between the breeding (top) and local search (bottom) policies
and the respective cases if only degradation occurs (results in Table 5).
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with or without using active fault-tolerance mechanisms, and “−” states that actually

the given policy influences the performance in a negative way.

An overall analysis of the results shows the positive effect of using fault-tolerant

policies on the algorithmic performance. A global count reveals 21 cases in which

churn-aware policies outperform the respective degradation scenarios (i.e. 21 times

“+”), also 21 times results are equivalent (“∼”) and there are only 6 cases in which

the use of fault-tolerant policies damages the search process (“−”). Such a negative

effect can however be easily framed under a certain pattern: it only occurs in the DG

genetic algorithm (i.e. tackling the 3-trap problem) under low churn rate traces. In

fact, algorithms mostly benefit from the policies (“+”) in scenarios with high churn.

Fig. 8 Two examples of traces with a low churn rate (entrfin 2) and a high churn rate (ucb 2).
Ascendant slopes represent node arrivals. In order to generate new individuals, the different
fault-tolerance policies are applied while ascending.

To illustrate better what a low/high churn rate means, Fig. 8 depicts both, a

low and a high churned trace. In high-churned traces, the computational efforts due

to the generation of new individuals range from 20% to 40% of the total amount of

evaluations (see Table 7). That is the case of entrfin 1, ucb 1 and ucb 2 traces (bold font

in Table 7). On the other hand, entrfin 2, xwtr 1 and wxtr 2 are low-churned traces

in which computational efforts due to node arrivals add less than 4% to the overall

search process. In these low-churned scenarios fault-tolerant policies do not have a

great influence on the results and in most of the cases the approaches behave as in the

degradation scenario (i.e. “∼” symbols).

Taking into account previous results, the robustness of a volunteer-based evolu-

tionary algorithms can be drawn from an intuitive perspective. On the one hand, low

churn rates degrade the algorithmic performance gracefully. On the other hand, high

churn rates promote the exploration of the search landscape as a variable population

size strategy generates new individuals on-line. Both fault-tolerance mechanisms act-

ing together balance the search process. Therefore, the algorithmic degradation is only

subject to extreme loss of resources.

This behavior is again more relevant in the P2P approach, it shows to be more

robust than the DG approach since there is not even a single case in which the variable

population size strategy reduces the performance. Additionally, results are outstanding

when combining the P2P approach with the local search policy. In fact, the trade-off

represents the best found alternative to overcome churn dynamics.
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FEs
Trace FEs Volatility (Eq. 2) due to node arrivals

failure-free 200000 90000 - - -

entrfin 1 176000 78000 0.13 0.13 38% - 34%
entrfin 2 196000 87000 0.02 0.03 3% - 0%
ucb 1 116000 54000 0.42 0.40 31% - 27%
ucb 2 72000 42000 0.64 0.53 33% - 21%
xwtr 1 176000 84000 0.13 0.06 4% - 2%
xwtr 2 180000 84000 0.10 0.06 4% - 2%

GP GA GP GA

Table 7 Number of fitness evaluations (FEs) and volatility for the different traces and ap-
proaches (GA and GP) in the host-churn scenario. The sixth column shows the percentage
of FEs that is employed by the new nodes at arrival. The first value corresponds to the GP
problem and the second to the GA one.

Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) show how the hybridization of P2P with local search tends to

perform as in the error-free case. Both graphs compile the results for the P2P approach

in the different test cases: error-free, degradation and variable population size scenarios.

Fig. 9(a) shows the best fitness distributions for the 3-trap function where the P2P

error-free run is used as a baseline for comparison. The graceful degradation in the

error-prone scenario (“B”) allows the algorithm to yield the same average best fitness

as the error-free run. However, a higher variance of the distribution points out that the

algorithm performance decreases under high rates of failure (e.g. as in ucb 1 or ucb 2).

The breeding policy (“C”) has in that sense a positive effect on the performance and

the algorithm is able to yield equivalent results to the error-free case. Nonetheless, the

local search policy (“D”) presents remarkable results, not only overcoming failures but

also outperforming the error-free run.

With respect to the results in genetic programming (i.e. 11 Multiplexer problem),

Fig. 9(b) shows a similar trend as the one presented for the genetic algorithm (3-trap):

the variance of the solutions increases in the degradation scenario (“B”) and improves

with any of the variable population size schemes (“C” and “D”). Additionally, the

algorithm can perform as in the error-free case if we only consider the worst trace (ucb

2) out of the compilation (“E”). That means that the P2P-GP approach is resilient to

churn dynamics except for the most extreme scenario of churn.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied different approaches for parallelizing evolutionary algo-

rithms (EAs) in volunteer computing systems that we call volunteer-based evolutionary

algorithms. The aim of a volunteer-based EA is to speed up execution times in demand-

ing optimization problems via the massive scalability of volunteer platforms. However,

the particularity of such infrastructures is that the computational power is aggregated

from resources that users or institutions donate worldwide throughout Internet. Volun-

teer platforms are therefore under somebody else’s control and the volatility of resources

(a.k.a. host-churn) should be made explicit within the algorithm design.

To gain insight into the issue of designing robust algorithms, we have conducted

an empirical experimentation on simple genetic algorithm and genetic programming

approaches using two distributed EA models for creating the volunteer application:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Best fitness distributions in 3-trap (a) and 11 multiplexer (b) for the P2P approach.
A) is the error-free run (white) and in gray the compilation of results of all the traces for B)
degradation scenario, C) breeding policy and D) local search policy. E) is compiled from D but
erasing the results due to the ucb 2 trace which is the highest churned trace. The Wilcoxon
test between A and E provides a p− value = 0.053 meaning that the hybridization of Peer-to-
Peer Genetic Programming with local search is able to overcome failures in most of the churn
scenarios.

the first based on centralized desktop grids (DGs) and the second on decentralized

peer-to-peer systems (P2P).

In a first set of experiments, we assume idealistic conditions: volunteers provide

unlimited and failure-free resources to the running experiment. The idea is to gather

some first results in a best-case scenario in order to establish a baseline for comparisons.

Under these conditions, the two algorithms tested here, DG and P2P, speed up linearly

with respect to the number of available hosts in an ideal case, where no cost in com-

munications is assumed. However, the good progress in fitness of both volunteer-based

approaches is more relevant. The DG approach is algorithmically equal to a canonical

– and eventually sequential – EA, with the evolutionary loop hosted in the master

node; but the P2P approach, where the breeding scheme is decentralized, is shown to

outperform the algorithmic results in the two problems under study.

Experiments are then reproduced using host-churn traces of real-world platforms

in which a predetermined portion of the population is assigned to every computer: the

initial population is equally divided among the available hosts. A stringent assumption

is then made: nodes that fail never become available again. Therefore the population

size can only shrink at run-time. In that scenario, small failure rates do not alter the

quality of solutions and it is only under high failure rates – experiments finishing with

roughly half of the initial population – where the optimization process is damaged.

Given that a large amount of resources has to fail in order to induce losses of quality,

it can be concluded that volunteer-based EAs suffer a graceful degradation. A proof

for that is that the decentralized approach – losing up to 70% of the individuals – still

outperforms results of the centralized approach running in a failure-free scenario.

Previous conclusions refer to an inherent fault-tolerance of EAs for degradation;

however, host-churn means that not only node decay happens but also that new com-
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puters join the system. In order to design fault-tolerant strategies aware of such dy-

namics, we propose generating new individuals at node arrivals. Thereby the popula-

tion size will change depending on the number of available hosts at a given moment,

with fault-tolerant mechanisms acting in both cases: graceful degradation in decreas-

ing stages and the breeding of new individuals while increasing. Specifically, we have

tested in this paper two different policies for generating individuals: the first one breeds

extra individuals from the existing population which are then assigned to the incoming

nodes. Additionally, the second policy clones individuals as new nodes arrive and then

performs local search on them.

The use of such simple strategies has been shown to be enough to preserve – and

even improve – the quality of solutions in most of the churn scenarios and problems

under study, either for the centralized or the decentralized approach. Furthermore,

the hybridization of the P2P approach with the local search policy has provided the

most outstanding results: the volunteer system needs to lose up to 90% of the initial

resources to diminish the algorithmic performance.

From these results we conclude that volunteer-based EAs are viable even in the

presence of high churn rates. On the one hand, the EA relies on its own inherent

fault-tolerance to bear degradation. This only mechanism has been shown sufficient

to overcome small failure rates. On the other hand, to ensure that the algorithm is

resilient to highly dynamical environments, we have found that the algorithm should

provide strategies for utilizing new available resources; we have tested two policies for

breeding new individuals in this sense.

As future lines of work, two main issues were discerned during the development of

this paper. The first is related to the validation of previous results in real infrastructures

where not only fault-tolerance but also heterogeneity or asynchrony arise as main issues.

To that end, we plan to create a volunteer platform in student laboratories for testing

and tracing time-consuming problems. The second issue is related to security and trust

management. Given that the ownership of computing resources in volunteer systems is

under the control of private users, malicious users may pose a threat to the optimization

process and try to disrupt the algorithmic convergence. We find that an appropriate

use of P2P protocols here becomes critical: on the one hand, a poorly designed protocol

may end up with threats spreading virally in the system; but on the other hand, an

epidemic system can also behave as a self-organized firewall, restricting the influence

scope of a malicious node locally.
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